
ROAMEO
Rugged Observation

Assistance Mobile Electronic Officer

The RAD Eco-System of functions 

is now mobile on a rugged long-last 

intelligent platform! RADBoT is suitable

to patrol on any typical surface including 

uneven/cracked asphalt or concrete, 

crushed rock up to 10" diameter, 

grass, dirt and snow (all within certain 

limits).

WALLY
Wall Mounted SCOT

Unit for Front Lobby Use

This wall mounted unit seamlessly

integrates with all other RAD 

devices and provides edge-to-edge 

180° field of vision. As easy to 

install and scale as all RAD 

hardware, Wally deploys RAD’s 

innovative artificial intellgence- 

based technologies to enhance an 

organization’s situational 

awareness, communication

and control.

SCOT
Security Control &

ObservationTower

A standalone remote, portable, 

self-sufficient intelligence 

observation tower designed to 

expand an organization’s security 

reach instantly.

AVA
Autonomous Verified Access

AVA takes full advantage of the RAD Software 

Suite aimed at providing a comprehensive 

Access Control package that’s ideal for 

corporate campuses, parking structures, 

exterior areas, lobbies and buildings; 

anywhere that increased visibility is needed 

and delivered at a fraction of the cost.

ROSA
Responsive Observation Security Agent

ROSA is the first and only completely 

self-contained security and communication device 

in the market. Providing a 180° field of view from 

the device so you can see more of your site. 

ROSA delivers the ultimate security experience 

via RAD’s in-house developed software suite, 

including RADSOC and RADSight.

The Evolution Of Artificial Intelligence And Security

Robotic Assistance Devices (RAD) delivers artificial intelligence-based solutions that empower 

organizations to enjoy the benefits of workflow automation, advanced security and supplemental concierge 

services. RAD’s eco-system of hardware, software, cloudware and mobileware is maintenance free for 

end-users. Simple to deploy, simple to use. Uniquely cellular optimized, means that no network 

infrastructure is needed. Pick and choose from family of hardware solutions to create the ultimate, and 

most affordable solution available.


